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Bill O'Reilly became the chief Trump white nationalist mainstream propaganda
mouthpiece with this deceiving rant meant to create political dissension. He gave what
ought to be considered a very dangerous and misleading Talking Points Memo
(https://egbertowillies.com/2016/12/21/bill-oreilly-white-nationalist-rant/)that must not
go unanswered as it was tailored to rile up the uninformed.

"Abolishing the electoral college," O'Reilly said. "That is the subject of this evening's'
Talking Points Memo."

Bill O'Reilly then proceeded with his provocative if not downright racist rant.

"After Hillary Clinton won the popular vote, the left in America is demanding that the
electoral college system put into place in 1787 be scrapped," O'Reilly said. "But there is
a hidden reason for this. As we reported, even though Secretary Clinton won the
popular vote by 2.8 million, the progressive state of California provided all of that
margin; Clinton defeating Trump there by about 4.2 million votes."

That is a flawed statement as the converse in several of the Red States is also true.
California is a huge state. I randomly selected states that Trump won a significant
percentage of the votes. One could then make the same flawed argument. Should we
discount those states because they are conservative hubs?

"So if the electoral college were abolished," O'Reilly said. "Presidential candidates could
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simply campaign in the largest states and cities, New York, L.A., Chicago, Houston, and
rack up enough votes to pretty much win any election."

This argument is made constantly but it is nothing but a ruse. As it stands today,
candidates ignore solidly Red or Blue states. They do not try to sell policies in most of
the country instead battling only in swing states. That process is undemocratic and
unhealthy. It does not expose the entire country to the policy arguments. These swing
states get all of the informational ads while the others get virtually none. As such these
Red and Blue states stay in their respective corners.

"That's what the left wants," O'Reilly said. "Because in the large urban areas, and in
the Blue States like New York and California, minorities are substantial. Look at the
landscape, Philadelphia, Dallas-Forth Worth, Miami, in all of these places, the minority
votes usually go heavily to the Democrats. And to that New York City, L.A., and Chicago,
San Francisco, you don't really have a national election, do you. You have targetted
populations. The New York Times and the Los Angeles Times have editorialized to get
rid of the electoral college. They well know that neutralizing the largely white rural
areas in the Midwest and South will assure liberal politicians get power and keep it."

Abolishing the electoral college has nothing to do with neutralizing the white rural
areas. It has everything to do with one person, one vote. As it stands today, more
people supported Hillary Clinton's policies with their vote. Yet Donald Trump won.
Why? Because the white rural vote is overrepresented in the 2016 electoral college
because of the voter distribution. That is undemocratic.

"Talking Points believes this is all about race," O'Reilly continued. The left sees white
privilege in America as an oppressive force that must be done away with. Therefore
white working class voters must be marginalized. And what better way to do that, than
center the voting power in the cities. Very few commentators will tell you that the heart
of liberalism in America today is based on race. It permeates almost every issue; that
white men have set up a system of oppression. And that system must be destroyed"

The above is a dangerous statement. White privilege can only be attained if
that privilege is denied to others. Denied privilege is in fact, a form of oppression.
Worse, if any group is entitled to a privilege not afforded another, then, that is the
definition of supremacy. Bill O'Reilly is trying to justify giving the white rural vote more
power than the urban vote or progressive vote. That is a form of white supremacy.

"So-called white privilege: bad," O'Reilly said mockingly. "Diversity good."

O'Reilly can mock it, but diversity is good and moral. White privilege should be
something all Americans see as immoral. If we are a meritocracy, then indeed white
privilege is bad.

"If you look at the voting patterns, it's clear that the Democrats are heavily reliant on
the minority vote," O'Reilly continued. "Also on the woman vote. White men have
largely abandoned the Democrats. And the left believes it's because of racism, that
they want to punish minorities, keep them down. So that's what's really going on when
you hear about the electoral college and how unfair it really is."

Bill O'Reilly sees a problem with women and minorities favoring Democrats in large
numbers. And for that reason, he wants an electoral college that make their votes less
valuable than one person one vote.

O'Reilly then makes an irresponsible racist statement.

"The left wants power taken away from the white establishment," O'Reilly said. "They
want a profound change in the way America is run. Taking voting power away from the
white precincts is the quickest way to do that."

Again, no one is taking votes away. We must count every American vote equally.
Americans' race have nothing to do with it. We are all Americans.
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O’Reilly clip was played on Lawrence O’Donnell last night and it was a blatantly racist screed. It
should get him removed from the airwaves. But it won’t. The Clinton rep response was terrific.
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The racist angle is fascinating because there is now near complete overlap between how
the republicans see themselves and how the southern states of the original 13 saw
themselves. Smaller in population, wanting more power, wanting to be left alone to their
slave-owning terror ways (nowadays, more subtle, left alone to restrict minority vote,
refuse to serve gays, etc), and regionally-based.

Texas Repubs even want to do away w/ direct election of Senators, wanting less
democracy.

The Repubs, from Idaho to Georgia, sit in the exact same position as the south throughout
the entirety of the pre-civil rights era and it will never change.
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The Electoral College is an embedded remainder of what Michelle Obama rightly
called America’s original sin. When we get rid of the EC we will know that we have
renounced racism. It might not happen until PoC are the majority in the USA.

If the collection of Confederate papers from The Confederate and
Neo-Confederate Reader (edited by James W. Loewen and Edward H. Sebesta)
were taught in history and government classes in high schools, everyone would
know that the secession of the southern states was over slavery. The ugly and
irrational statements in those documents would reveal the basis of racism.
Citizens would graduate from high school with an education instead of a
brainwashing.

The suppression of those facts and teaching the white-washing (forgive the pun)
of “why we fought the Civil War”, is a crime against our democracy.

Instead of asking ‘why did we lose this election’ we could be asking ‘why aren’t we
running for every school board in this country’? We have lost a battle, we can
only lose the war if we focus on our trauma and neglect long term strategy.
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this is right on….
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Well, just a nitpicky thing, here but “America’s original sin” is probably
genocide and taking the land from Native Americans. Just going by the
time periods it happened. It also makes me cringe when white liberals
respond to Trump and his fans’ white nationalism and anti-immigrant
attitudes by saying “we are all immigrants.” Well, yes, most white people
ended up here because of immigration from Europe, but Native
Americans and Black Americans didn’t come here because of
immigration. Just to put that out here.
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the genocide against the First Nations was also based on
racism, so racism is still America’s original sin
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Exactly!!!!!
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the Majority of that genocide happened before a single
English-speaking settler landed in North America.  Over 90% of
the population in North America died of epidemic diseases like
Measles and Smallpox in the century of 1500-1600
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That does not relieve the moral culpability for the
subsequent deliberate genocide and slavery.
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I agree taking the land from the indigenous people and killing
them — whether in battle or with giving them blankets from
smallpox victims (yes that really happened) is wrong, wrong
wrong. And a sin.

Referring to America’s original sin, Michelle was speaking of
what is called the Three-Fifths Compromise during the 1787
debate over the original Constitution, when the former
colonies of England became the United States, of America. The
northern delegates, many of them well known abolitionists,
wanted the slaves in the south to not be counted for purposes
of the number of representatives in House, because it would
the north an advantage in Congress which they could use to
end slavery. The southern delegates wanted all the slaves to be
counted, which would give them more power than the north in
the House of Representatives. 

The Compromise — to count each slave as three-fifths of a
person for the purpose of apportioning each state their
number of Representatives, gave the north slightly more
representatives than the south, but not the huge advantage if
no slaves were counted.

Our country was founded on compromise over the issue of
slavery, and we reaped the results of it in the Civil War.
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You are correct.  Nevertheless, due to intermarriage, nearly all
current American citizens are descended at least partially from
voluntary immigrants from somewhere else.
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Michelle Obama mentioned original sin in her book, but the term
“America’s Original Sin” is at least equally well known as the title of an
outstanding book by the Rev. Jim Wallis on slavery and racism in the
United States.  He posits that, not only is racism a holdover from
slavery, as most Americans understand, but that our country was
founded on the attempted genocide of our indigenous peoples and the
enslavement of Africans.  

As one reads the book, it becomes clearer that racism and slavery are
the essence of the United States of America and not merely a couple of
embarrassing historical incidents.  Wallis recommends a number of
sound ways to change our culture of institutional racism and white
privilege.  He approaches it from a [genuine] Christian point of view, so
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if you are allergic to religion, you might not want to read it.  But I would
recommend reading it anyway and simply skipping over the mostly
religious parts.  I found it an outstanding and informative book.
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Thank you Joe for the book recommend. I find it is in our
library, so plan to check it out ASAP.

I used to think of racism as individual backwardness of people
who were clinging to white privilege. It is only this year I have
begun to understand it as a. institutionalized in our schools,
voting and government and b. deeply planted both consciously
and subconsciously across huge swaths of our country. (I never
lived in the south.)

I understand now that it is no coincidence that the leaders of
the Republican party are from Kentucky and Texas. The old
confederacy is alive and well in the halls of Congress, and we
can’t get it out until we first acknowledge that it exists there.

... 
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O’Reilly missed his calling… selling carpet remnants out of a van in Walmart parking lots on Long
Island.

At least Archie Bunker was reliably funny…
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Archie was funny because Carroll O’Connor was NOT a racist...he did the role to show the
racists and junior fascists how stupid they were.

When he produced and starred in “In the Heat of the Night,” as a Southern police chief, he
got his revenge, by having his character, a widower, marry Denise Nicholas, a very black
woman, which was a major plot point in the series.
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Archie was indeed a racist.  Perhaps you missed the “Solomon Jackson” episode.
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Read his comment again. He said the actor was not a racist, that the
character was a racist. There is a difference.
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My cousin, Ed Peck (best known for Happy Days) was offered
the role, before Carrol O’Conner. He turned it down because
he couldn’t bring himself to say those racist lines.
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They are testing the waters. Seeing how far they can go. Get ready.
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one radio blowhard using his program to attack the sanctuary city concept suggested
watching the “interesting” killer vigilante ‘Purge’ movies and “some people may say hey
maybe that’s not a bad idea.”

even o’leily could get away with that on tv

and that’s from one of the 257 limbaugh stations that depend heavily on more than 88
major university sports programs (http://www.republiconradio.org)
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    In addition to working on the local radio station problem I think energy could
be also well spent in parallel in local media.

   Suggesting vigilantism is very common on any media open comment
collection….newspapers, newsblogs, social media like Facebook and Twitter.

I see it everywhere I look, even in supposedly ‘Blue’ California...which is really a
red state with a few giant blue cities.

I believe the Deplorables (the vast RW Conspriracy  ) (aka They) have tried
explicitly to  ‘normalize’ this idea of vigilantism (the pizza guy is but one where it
worked).  All media: radio, online, and print..anywhere spew can be spewed is a
hole to be plugged.

Every place has homeless, poverty, and people mentally and/or physically
challenged acting out/ living in public, it is just a fact of life. This fact is the basis
for this calculated undermining and the UNnorming society for fun, profit, and
power.

   I think They have been exaggerating every seeable problem, that and spewing
the normalization of vigilantism against the homeless and small time street
crime as a way to get people stirred up, and against the ‘norms’ of not just
liberals, but society in every aspect.

   Actual vigilantism is probably not the goal but a side effect. I think it goes past
the simplistic political gamesmanship: ‘throw the bums out’ I don’t think explains
all of it.  There is a positive local effect of course in that it helps to run
your ‘outsider’ clean sweep candidates everywhere... school boards etc like
fundies and other political groups have long urged)

    I think the wider vaster goal of the vigilantism is to establish that democracy
and normal law and order are NOT WORKING, we are doomed unless we
do..well, tell you later , but ‘you know’ ...wink wink.(Constitutional Amendments
and all the mayhem that would follow, as well as whatever damage can be done
in congress for example, militia actions, vigilantism another. )

    Whatever pressure the vigilantism calls do may move local lawmakers to act
more harshly to homeless and street crime, but that is not the main goal, more a
bug (the danger of overreaction or actual liberal enacted progress) than a
feature..but it does serve to promote the idea that ‘new drastic leadership is
required’...and it empowers someone like trump. And lieing is No Problem.
Making up stuff, yeah baby.  Fake news of course the latest in the attempt to
control the narrative. ‘They lie.’

  In social media and among the online commentariat creeping fascism is also
sometimes energetically called out, and severely, with little debate about the
terms of nazi, Nazi   or fascist  undermining their power. Not often polite, both
polite and very unpolite work together.

    Readers at least see pushback and are glad someone does it, that this
intentionally evil manipulative narrative does have a reasonable normative
response.

  What is evident that there really seems a set list of talking points with small
personal variations, but overall the media bloggers and the rwnj commentariat
are getting their ideas fro m  more central RWNJ sources such as Breitbart
and Infowars and RWNJ radio..

   Liberals allow this in part by ignoring it, but I think it is a mistake, just like it is a
mistake to let RWNJ radio stations run amok.

   At least this media commentariat can be responded to, and it is good practice
to do so, even necessary, I do believe.

   It is tedious, time consuming, and often discouraging, the volume of hate and
evil, local and right in your face, but I think there is something to gained by
pushing back.

  i think it as important a contribution as the running candidates
everywhere..they are synergistic.

In my local elections where there is very vigorous pushback, cough, local Bernie
supporters organized behind a couple of candidates and measures and they
won. I see the energy put out into all these parallel efforts as necessary.
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Discouraging voter participation has the effect of discouraging voter
turnout. The opposite is also true.  Pretty obvious really.

‘ But those comments, ewww, disgusting, deplorable, vile, cess pool, why would
anyone go there’….…

yep, extremely icky, politics is icky, war is really fg icky.

Am I suggesting dkos readers get out of the bubble and kick some verbal
ass...yep, get er done, and come back here and tell all about it.
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hell yes
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yeah yeah, kinda long...sry :)
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Describes the entirety of the post-Reagan era, shed all norms that allowed the democratic
institutions to survive as long as it has.

And they’ve not found an edge yet, even as they free their inner fascist inclinations.
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Exactly what I was thinking: Overton moment.  One other thing I think they are testing: the
response and if that can be used to help push the window.  I am sure O’Liely is aiming for
angry, knee-jerk race based responses about how awful ‘the rural white voters’ are (note,
that would be adopting his language and acceding his twisted point, can we please stop
doing that?) that he can then pivot off to push his base even *further* to the right.
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O’Reilly is thirsting for violent retaliation for being “under the yoke” of Mr. Obama
and a diversifying country.  No better way than to throw red meat to his viewers
and watch them “assert” themselves again.  
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This exactly. People like O’Reilly are more than happy to pour gasoline
on a fire, stand back, and watch the country tear itself apart. 
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Not the first time Bill O'Reilly has played the White Identity Politics Card.

Not all Republicans are racist but most racists are Republicans
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I disagree: all gop are racists.

if they intentionally provide safe haven for racists, then they deserve the title.
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If only most racists were republican. Plenty of democrats, elected or otherwise, support
racist policies.
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 Quit with the false equivalence crap —

 “plenty” of Democrats does NOT equal “most Republicans”.

Wake up to the FACT that today’s Republican Party has adopted the most racist
agenda that this nation has seen since the Civil War.
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Republicans are more racist, that doesn't make the democrats not
racist. I didn't equate the two, I only said that there were also racist
democrats.
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Not the most racist since the Civil War, but probably the most racist
since WWII.  (Do you remember that Woodrow Wilson refused to ban
lynching because he said it was “necessary”?)  Let us not indulge in
inaccurate hyperbole.



(/user/NJCPA1978)

[new]


NJCPA1978 (/user/NJCPA1978) Dec 21 · 04:33:49 AM (/comments/1613226/64886023#comment_64886023)

Recommended 30 times

What?  O’ Reilly espousing racist rhetoric?  I am white, therefore I should be privileged.  Nice
viewpoint.  Well, I am white and I ask why should I be better than someone else due to genetics of
birth?  What if my father met a black woman, or my mother a Chinese man.  Sorry no privilege for
you.  Not even half, because once you are tainted, you are ‘one of them’.  Maybe the 50+% of us
who voted for Hillary, should contact the Fox News advertisers and remind them what racist
sounds like.  I would need someone with a stronger stomach than mine to watch Fox and let
me know who the advertisers are.  Thanks.

(/user/committed)

[new]


committed (/user/committed) NJCPA1978

Dec 21 · 05:29:04 AM (/comments/1613226/64886266#comment_64886266)

Recommended 41 times

Even though O’Reilly has discovered that black people use forks, he still thinks they steal
them. 

he is a true scumbag, he represents the entire gop.



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Ormont) NJCPA1978

Dec 21 · 03:46:38 PM (/comments/1613226/64893630#comment_64893630)
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Recommended 3 times

I suspect that if they minded racism they wouldn’t be advertising there.

(/user/Hammerhand)

[new]


Hammerhand (/user/Hammerhand) Dec 21 · 04:36:49 AM (/comments/1613226/64886033#comment_64886033)

Recommended 46 times

Right there on the "memo". Right there on his sleeve. "White establishment"

They aren't even hiding it any more.

(/user/4CasandChlo)

[new]


4CasandChlo (/user/4CasandChlo) Hammerhand

Dec 21 · 08:41:10 AM (/comments/1613226/64888098#comment_64888098)

Recommended 13 times

No, they aren’t. In fact, one can almost  see the smug giggle in their eyes, “See, we're going
there, we want to be there, and there’s not a thing you can do” …

Giddiness and a sense of victory, all owing to Russian-influenced, FBI-rigged, election of a
guy that 80% of Repubs originally rejected.



(/user/Mr Stagger Lee)

[new]


Mr Stagger Lee (/user/Mr Stagger Lee) Dec 21 · 04:43:55 AM (/comments/1613226/64886058#comment_64886058)

Recommended 14 times

How long will it be before Richard Spencer, becomes Billo’s co-host or his Mika to Billo’s Morning
Joe?

(/user/Nightflyer)

[new]


Nightflyer (/user/Nightflyer) Mr Stagger Lee

Dec 21 · 10:10:07 AM (/comments/1613226/64889215#comment_64889215)

Recommended 1 time

Nah, he’s about to become Montana’s sole US Representative.



(/user/chicago minx)

[new]


chicago minx (/user/chicago minx) Dec 21 · 05:15:36 AM (/comments/1613226/64886196#comment_64886196)

Recommended 33 times

I think O’Reilly and others at Faux are thrown because they were anticipating four years of
full-throated HRC/Dem bashing.  They don't quite know what to complain about.

(/user/exlrrp)

[new]


exlrrp (/user/exlrrp) chicago minx

Dec 21 · 06:13:27 AM (/comments/1613226/64886542#comment_64886542)

Recommended 11 times

Yeah but that never stopped them before



(/user/CaliSista)

[new]


CaliSista (/user/CaliSista) chicago minx

Dec 21 · 08:08:48 AM (/comments/1613226/64887734#comment_64887734)

Recommended 9 times

He has to get out in front of Bannon and ramp up the crazy.



(/user/bigtimecynic)

[new]


bigtimecynic (/user/bigtimecynic) Dec 21 · 05:24:08 AM (/comments/1613226/64886237#comment_64886237)

We don't need to abolish the electoral college. What we need to do is increase the number of
Representatives in the House. After more than a century of growth to parallel population growth,
the number was artificially capped at 435 in the year 1911. Since then our population has tripled.
Because the smallest states are guaranteed at least one representative, the largest state have to
divvy up the remainder. The result is that citizens in larger states have proportionally less
representation than citizens in the smaller states (fewer Congressmen per voter.

This is not what the founders intended! Unlike the Senate, the House is supposed to offer
proportional representation. Fix this, and you go a long way towards fixing the EC, because the
number of electors reflect the number of Congressmen in their respective states.
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Recommended 37 times

This solution does not require messing with the Constitution. It simply involves following it, and
changing a law from a century ago.

(/user/jrooth)

[new]


jrooth (/user/jrooth) bigtimecynic

Dec 21 · 05:38:55 AM (/comments/1613226/64886328#comment_64886328)

Recommended 20 times

Yes! I’ve proposed this same idea. Eliminate the limit on number of representatives and
put a cap (say in the range 100k to 200k) for how many people any one representative can
represent.

Sure, they’d have to build new chambers for the House, but big deal. And the beauty is
this can be done by statute — no amendment needed.



(/user/anon004)

[new]


anon004 (/user/anon004) jrooth

Dec 21 · 06:15:56 AM (/comments/1613226/64886560#comment_64886560)

Recommended 9 times

It’s what New Hampshire does — they have a representative for every 2,000 or so
people.  Of course, they also don’t pay much in the way of salary or staff
— I knew a guy who was a member of the New Hampshire legislature and he told
me his office was a filing cabinet.



(/user/K S LaVida)

[new]


K S LaVida (/user/K S LaVida) anon004

Dec 21 · 07:29:03 AM (/comments/1613226/64887276#comment_64887276)

Recommended 5 times

I think they get $100/year to be a member, or some such token pay. It is
of course part time. New Hampshire also does not only have single-
representative districts. In some areas there are multi-seat districts. I’m
not sure how that’s decided; it may be that urban voting precincts are so
large (relative to the average size of a constituency) that they can’t draw
lines close enough to “one man one vote” without doing so.

Frankly I think Congress would be okay with 600 or so House members,
but the presidency should be by popular vote, with instant runoff
(ranked choice, to avoid “Nader” problems), allowing all US citizens
anywhere to vote. That would include PR, VI, GU, CNMI, and expats with
no stateside address.



(/user/lismalo)

[new]


lismalo (/user/lismalo) K S LaVida

Dec 21 · 12:41:54 PM (/comments/1613226/64891248#comment_64891248)

Recommended 1 time

As an American abroad, I can tell you that expats w no
stateside address can, and do, vote in the prez election. We
Dems Abroad spend time and energy making sure every expat
can access that federal ballot, if they don't get a state one from
their last stateside address.



(/user/trumpeter)

[new]


trumpeter (/user/trumpeter) anon004

Dec 21 · 09:39:27 AM (/comments/1613226/64888775#comment_64888775)

Recommended 8 times

The lack of pay should also be a feature rather than a bug.  Either give
them (and their staff) a set salary and NO option to profit from being in
congress (even afterwards, through the revolving door), or pay them
just a stipend and make it a citizen’s duty to serve… with the same rule
about not being allowed to profit later.  The big money they get access
to is a lot of the source of corruption.



(/user/Jim M)

[new]


Jim M (/user/Jim M) bigtimecynic

Dec 21 · 08:23:05 AM (/comments/1613226/64887886#comment_64887886)

If you set the number of people per rep at the size of the smallest state population
(Wyoming, ~564k), you get a House with 548 members.  That seems manageable, but still
leaves big discrepancies in the number of people per elector, due to the addition of 2
Senators for each state.

If you set it at, say, 200k per rep, you get a House with 1,546 members, which seems a lot
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Recommended 5 times

more unwieldy but evens out the EC somewhat more

It’s interesting to note that even with these realignments, Trump still would have won the
EC  — you end up adding nearly as many EVs to states that Trump won, than you do to
states that Hillary won.

POP PER REP HOUSE EV TRUMP CLINTON

564K (WY) 546 650 367 281

200K 1,546 1,648 930 718

(/user/trumpeter)

[new]


trumpeter (/user/trumpeter) Jim M

Dec 21 · 09:41:14 AM (/comments/1613226/64888804#comment_64888804)

Recommended 4 times

So… maybe set it as 300k per, and you get a house of about 950.  Manageable,
and more diverse.



(/user/Dolphin99)

[new]


Dolphin99 (/user/Dolphin99) bigtimecynic

Dec 21 · 11:52:02 AM (/comments/1613226/64890663#comment_64890663)

Recommended 2 times

bigtimecynic wrote:

We don't need to abolish the electoral college.

If a given individual (Jane) knows that her doing X likely would increase the number of
choices that can be made by the individuals who could be affected by Jane’s doing X who
are able to make the fewest choices, then Jane should do X.  For example, if a baby is
drowning in a bath tub and I know that my reaching into the bath tub and pulling the baby
out of the bath tub likely would save the baby’s life, and I don’t have any reason to believe
that anyone’s choices would be reduced or limited by my saving the baby’s life, then I
should save the baby drowning in the bath tub. 

Moreover, many people with the ability to abolish the Electoral College and have the U.S.
presidency decided by the national popular vote know that if the Electoral College were to
be abolished and replaced by the national popular vote, it likely would increase the
number of choices that can be made by those individuals who would be affected by the
decision who are able to make the fewest number of choices.  For example, poor people,
elderly people, disabled people and children in New York and California who currently are
some of the members of society who are able to make the fewest choices would, in
general, likely be able to make more choices if the U.S. presidency is decided by the
national popular vote rather than the Electoral College.  For if the Electoral College is
abolished and replaced by the national popular vote, then these people would have more
power to pick the U.S. President than they would if the Electoral College is not abolished. 
And the President of the United States tends to have significant impact (in terms of acts of
commission and omission) on the lives of most people living in the U.S., especially those
who are the most vulnerable.  Therefore, it is very important for the U.S. to abolish the
Electoral College and decide the U.S. presidency based on which candidate wins the
national popular vote. 

Although poor people and children in Wyoming and Vermont also are among the
members of society who are able to make the fewest choices, it seems unlikely to me that,
in general, they are able to make fewer choices than poor people and children in
California and New York.  Conditions in the inner cities of New York and Los Angeles are
overall probably even more challenging for the typical person than conditions in poorer
areas in Wyoming and Vermont.  For instance, violent crime rates are significantly higher
in the Bronx and South Central Los Angeles than they are in rural Vermont and Wyoming. 

Moreover, if, in the next few years, it is impossible for the U.S. to amend the U.S.
Constitution to abolish the Electoral College, then U.S. states should sign into law the
National Popular Vote Interstate Compact.  Here is a link to information on it:

en.wikipedia.org/... (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/National_Popular_Vote_Interstate_Compact)



(/user/Dolphin99)

[new]


Dolphin99 (/user/Dolphin99) Dolphin99

Dec 21 · 01:06:43 PM (/comments/1613226/64891547#comment_64891547)

I wrote:
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Recommended 1 time

Moreover, many people with the ability to abolish the Electoral
College and have the U.S. presidency decided by the national
popular vote know that if the Electoral College were to be
abolished and replaced by the national popular vote, it likely
would increase the number of choices that can be made by those
individuals who would be affected by the decision who are able
to make the fewest number of choices.  For example, poor
people, elderly people, disabled people and children in New York
and California who currently are some of the members of society
who are able to make the fewest choices would, in general, likely
be able to make more choices if the U.S. presidency is decided by
the national popular vote rather than the Electoral College.  For if
the Electoral College is abolished and replaced by the national
popular vote, then these people would have more power to pick
the U.S. President than they would if the Electoral College is not
abolished.  And the President of the United States tends to have
significant impact (in terms of acts of commission and omission)
on the lives of most people living in the U.S., especially those who
are the most vulnerable.  Therefore, it is very important for the
U.S. to abolish the Electoral College and decide the U.S.
presidency based on which candidate wins the national popular
vote. 

This calls for some clarification. It would be possible to make a law that would
increase to such an extent the number of choices that could be made by those
individuals who are able to make the fewest choices that they then would be able
to make significantly more choices that other individuals. For instance, one could
pass a law that would stipulate that only children and people below the poverty
line are allowed to vote. And, prime facie, a society shouldn’t do that. But
deciding the U.S. president based on the national popular vote wouldn’t help the
least well-off to such a degree that they then would become much more
powerful than other individuals. The notion of “One person, one vote” tends to
increase the number of choices of those who are able to make the fewest
choices without resulting in massive discrepancies in terms of political power.    

(/user/Russycle)

[new]


Russycle (/user/Russycle) bigtimecynic

Dec 21 · 01:01:34 PM (/comments/1613226/64891490#comment_64891490)

Recommended 1 time

Not a bad idea, but doesn’t entirely help with the EC issue, because “congressmen” in this
context includes senators, so the smallest state still gets 3 electoral votes.  But your
suggestion is the best we can do without an amendment, so it’s worth a look.



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Ormont) bigtimecynic

Dec 21 · 03:49:48 PM (/comments/1613226/64893676#comment_64893676)

Recommended 0 times

It would help but not entirely, because the number of electors each state has is based on
its Senators plus its Representatives.  So smaller states would still have an advantage due
to every state having 2 Senators.



(/user/jrooth)

[new]


jrooth (/user/jrooth) Dec 21 · 05:35:48 AM (/comments/1613226/64886308#comment_64886308)

Recommended 36 times

This is my main beef with this crap:

"Talking Points believes this is all about race," O'Reilly continued. The left sees
white privilege in America as an oppressive force that must be done away with.
Therefore white working class voters must be marginalized. And what better
way to do that, than center the voting power in the cities. Very few commentators
will tell you that the heart of liberalism in America today is based on race. It
permeates almost every issue; that white men have set up a system of oppression.
And that system must be destroyed"

They constantly get away with this bullshit, injecting it into the subconscious of American political
thought — wanting white votes to count the same as minority votes equals wanting to marginalize
white votes.

What utter crap.

[new]
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(/user/AoT) AoT (/user/AoT) jrooth Dec 21 · 05:56:22 AM (/comments/1613226/64886422#comment_64886422)

Recommended 30 times

Equality is oppression!

The new GOP motto.



(/user/jrooth)

[new]


jrooth (/user/jrooth) AoT

Dec 21 · 06:07:27 AM (/comments/1613226/64886493#comment_64886493)

Recommended 27 times

Yep. They’ve done the same with every civil rights issue. Equal rights is recast as
“special rights” for blacks, immigrants, women, gay and transgender people.
Basically anyone different or who makes their poor sensitive selves feel icky is
demanding special treatment if the want to be treated just like everyone else.



(/user/GrafZeppelin127)

[new]


GrafZeppelin127 (/user/GrafZeppelin127) AoT

Dec 21 · 06:10:34 AM (/comments/1613226/64886518#comment_64886518)

Recommended 13 times

It’s not new.



(/user/Nightflyer)

[new]


Nightflyer (/user/Nightflyer) AoT

Dec 21 · 10:07:01 AM (/comments/1613226/64889168#comment_64889168)

Recommended 5 times

You left out a few:

Freedom is slavery.

War is peace.

Ignorance is strength.

God is power.



(/user/glenniscarter)

[new]


glenniscarter (/user/glenniscarter) jrooth

Dec 21 · 07:51:42 AM (/comments/1613226/64887533#comment_64887533)

Recommended 7 times

Amazing how people like him get away with spewing this vitriol rhetoric. Now, it's the
liberals attacking rural white America..what's next? That Trump really isn't coo coo for
Cocoa Puffs when we know he is?



(/user/sagesource)

[new]


sagesource (/user/sagesource) Dec 21 · 05:36:52 AM (/comments/1613226/64886315#comment_64886315)

Recommended 21 times

Well, at least he’s putting it on the right-white record that the Democrats did get more votes in the
presidential election than the Republicans did. That could be a tricky one to walk back. The winner
should be the person who got the most votes is a very easy concept to understand.

(/user/Angryallen)

[new]


Angryallen (/user/Angryallen) sagesource

Dec 21 · 09:11:21 AM (/comments/1613226/64888419#comment_64888419)

Recommended 6 times

Except they ALL seem to be pushing this anti-California screed that "Trump won the
popular vote in all 49 states by over a million votes, and California alone put Hillary ahead
because she won by 4 million votes in a “hopelessly uncontested” state”. I've seen similar
comments all over social media, forums and in the comments sections of news articles. 



(/user/trumpeter)

[new]


trumpeter (/user/trumpeter) Angryallen

Dec 21 · 10:09:33 AM (/comments/1613226/64889203#comment_64889203)

Recommended 3 times

It’s an easy, simple excuse.  Even their dimmest people, who hate the left coast in
the first place, can repeat it.
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(/user/Canadian Reader)

[new]


Canadian Reader (/user/Canadian Reader) sagesource

Dec 21 · 09:20:14 AM (/comments/1613226/64888538#comment_64888538)

Recommended 5 times

“Tricky one to walk back”? Which Republican Party have you been watching? The party I’ve
seen has no trouble with contradictions. There’s no such thing as a record, or a fact, or a
fixed past. Whatever’s most convenient for whatever they want to say right that moment,
that’s what they believe. With all their hearts! Passionately!

Five minutes later, it doesn’t matter. Does the orator switch enemies in mid-sentence?
Raaaawr! They have always been at war with Eastasia.



(/user/sagesource)

[new]


sagesource (/user/sagesource) Canadian Reader

Dec 21 · 03:45:09 PM (/comments/1613226/64893606#comment_64893606)

Recommended 0 times

The party will have no trouble swallowing whales. That isn’t in dispute. Ordinary
people may choke on them, though.



(/user/dcg2)

[new]


dcg2 (/user/dcg2) Dec 21 · 05:44:26 AM (/comments/1613226/64886355#comment_64886355)

Recommended 28 times

Well, at least with O'Reilly's admission now the left and right can agree that the electoral college is
about protecting white power. That's a start.

(/user/Pepper1)

[new]


Pepper1 (/user/Pepper1) Dec 21 · 05:55:32 AM (/comments/1613226/64886418#comment_64886418)

Recommended 16 times

Sir, as a Catholic , I believe you certainly are not Christian and I believe the  Pope  would agree.
Christ is not concerned about the color of anyone’s skin and by the way, Christ was not blond and
blue-eyed. It is easy to say “hey I am a Christian. I go to church. I pray.” But in fact you are a
con-man , Mr. O’Reilly, and as a Catholic, I am calling you out.  Christ’s gospel was one of peace and
asking us to take care of the “least “ of his people. You use your religion to manipulate just like ISIS.
Christ is against violence, which means he wouldn’t back the NRA as Christ was the prince of peace.
He abhored violence -you know, turn the other cheek” ! So call your self what you want,but you
aren’t.I know people who have never set foot in a church or prayed, but are more Christ-like
becasue of the way they treat  other people. They don’t care if they are gay, what color, what
gender, what religion but what they have is humanity. How can you betray Christians using
religion? God forgive you, but I hope he doesn’t 

(/user/Canadian Reader)

[new]


Canadian Reader (/user/Canadian Reader) Pepper1

Dec 21 · 09:37:24 AM (/comments/1613226/64888752#comment_64888752)

Recommended 6 times

Well, I agree with you. But, I suppose you do know that, to a number of Americans who
call themselves Christians, Catholics aren’t Christians, they’re Catholics.

No, really. I’ve met people like this. It’s a cornerstone of their universe. It’s not just that
Catholics don’t quite count as Christian, it’s that they really believe Catholicism is an
entirely different religion.



(/user/LHB)

[new]


LHB (/user/LHB) Canadian Reader

Dec 21 · 10:09:47 AM (/comments/1613226/64889209#comment_64889209)

Recommended 2 times

As a Catholic living in Texas I can assure you that what Canadian Reader says is
absolutely true.



(/user/Rosa Sylvana)

[new]


Rosa Sylvana (/user/Rosa Sylvana) Canadian Reader

Dec 21 · 11:21:52 AM (/comments/1613226/64890255#comment_64890255)

Recommended 2 times

That’s true, Canadian Reader. I’ve heard lots of TV preachers who are careful to
make this distinction: Christians AND Catholics. Because Catholics, you know,
pray to statues and worship the Pope. I learned this in Sunday school, along with
a ton of similar BS.
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(/user/wchever)

[new]


wchever (/user/wchever) Rosa Sylvana

Dec 21 · 12:14:47 PM (/comments/1613226/64890921#comment_64890921)

Recommended 0 times

Well it doesn’t matter anyway. According to David Duke, Jesus wasn’t
white.



(/user/Jennifer Lee)

[new]


Jennifer Lee (/user/Jennifer Lee) Rosa Sylvana

Dec 21 · 12:21:24 PM (/comments/1613226/64891005#comment_64891005)

Recommended 2 times

 I was just thinking about that topic yesterday. I was thinking that if they
did manage to make our country into a Christian nation, with no other
religions permitted, they would be satisfied with that for about 5
minutes, before they started insisting that one type of Christianity was
better than another. That type of person is unable to tolerate any
difference in religion, skin color, or anything else. And if there IS
difference, their version is the right one. 



(/user/lismalo)

[new]


lismalo (/user/lismalo) Canadian Reader

Dec 21 · 12:47:49 PM (/comments/1613226/64891312#comment_64891312)

Recommended 1 time

Yeah, my idiot born again sister’s church — at her wedding, the, um, pastor
fomented against anyone who wasn't in their specific brand of cult, including
Catholics — and there were our catholic parents, in the front row, having to listen
to that drivel. 

It was of course a dry wedding, but my bro-in-law found a bar at the other end of
the reception venue, and spent the afternoon fetching us bridesmaids “orange
juice..."



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Ormont) Canadian Reader

Dec 21 · 03:54:28 PM (/comments/1613226/64893762#comment_64893762)

Recommended 0 times

I suspect they don’t think Quakers are Christians either.  Also maybe not
Presbyterians and Episcopalians.  And of course not the United Church of Christ.
And Amish?--forget it.  In fact, I doubt that they think anyone is a Christian who
doesn’t believe just exactly what they do themselves.



(/user/jcdevildog)

[new]


jcdevildog (/user/jcdevildog) Pepper1

Dec 21 · 04:01:59 PM (/comments/1613226/64893852#comment_64893852)

Recommended 0 times

...And BTW, Mr. O’Reilly, Jesus wasn’t a white guy either.  He was one of those folks you
want to put on a list.  I’m sure your viewers will be thrilled to know that being a woman
now automatically makes one a person of color in the eyes of Republicans: what’s the
problem—are we too “uppity” for y’all?  As a person who is generally considered to be
“white” but has some African ancestry as well, I feel for you—I really do.  How do you cope
with being a minority?  Not well, apparently.



(/user/KriegerNY)

[new]


KriegerNY (/user/KriegerNY) Dec 21 · 05:59:47 AM (/comments/1613226/64886440#comment_64886440)

Recommended 18 times

O'Reilly and his ilk have always preferred a white supremacist, apartheid state. They've only
recently made it so blatantly obvious. The idea of having to live under their oppressive world view
merely for the crime of living in population centers, despite this giving us the majority of voters,
hurts my head. I truly hope we make it through this particular period in time, and history exposes
them for the viruses they are.

(/user/GrafZeppelin127)

[new]


GrafZeppelin127 (/user/GrafZeppelin127) Dec 21 · 06:09:52 AM (/comments/1613226/64886511#comment_64886511)

Recommended 17 times

So the King of Self-Congratulation and Resentment is also a White Supremacist. Who’da thunk?
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(/user/sidnora)

[new]


sidnora (/user/sidnora) Dec 21 · 06:12:16 AM (/comments/1613226/64886529#comment_64886529)

Recommended 13 times

I guess now that Trump’s been elected they feel free to say any damn thing they want, on national
TV. I know I shouldn’t be shocked anymore, but I am a bit, by the sheer openness of this
justification of racism. Civility is dead, long live white power.

(/user/MinistryOfTruth)

[new]


MinistryOfTruth (/user/MinistryOfTruth) Dec 21 · 06:18:41 AM (/comments/1613226/64886585#comment_64886585)

Recommended 17 times

Fox News, the official propaganda of White Power

Fuck these lunatics

(/user/anon004)

[new]


anon004 (/user/anon004) Dec 21 · 06:21:18 AM (/comments/1613226/64886602#comment_64886602)

Recommended 19 times

Gosh, Bill, and here for all this time, I thought racism was over and we didn’t need civil rights laws
and affirmative action because we all had equal access, at least according to Republicans and
conservatives.  Now I find out it’s a “white establishment” that should be defended at all costs from
access by all “those people.” 

Imagine my shock!  /s

(/user/khyber900)

[new]


khyber900 (/user/khyber900) Dec 21 · 06:41:03 AM (/comments/1613226/64886780#comment_64886780)

Recommended 14 times

O’ Reilly is right in a sense, but he has it a little backwards due to that projection problem he has:

The current allocation of EC votes by the winner take all method disproportionately favors white
people over non-white people, because the smaller states which have greater weight under the EC
system are mostly white. The current EC system is the embodiment of white privilege. We on the
left are trying to destroy it, and we should. No pluralistic Republic can properly function if the
system for selecting its leaders is biased to one group.

White voters have been a crystallized voting bloc based on the preservation of white privilege for 4
decades now. It started first in the South with the end of Jim Crow. The desire to preserve white
privilege is getting more intensified in an era of demographic change and globalization. As white
Republican leaders reject any cooperation with Democrats, red areas of the country, which are
mostly white, fall further and further behind economically while blue areas improve at a level that
we’ve never seen before.  That growing economic gap between red and blue, urban metro v. rural,
is making divisions worse and making governance difficult.  This is why we need to reform or
destroy the electoral college. It’s about preservation of the Republic itself.

(/user/PissedGrunty)

[new]


PissedGrunty (/user/PissedGrunty) Dec 21 · 07:00:16 AM (/comments/1613226/64886954#comment_64886954)

Recommended 6 times

Its not only the small time nut jobs that are emboldened. 

(/user/Geema0712)

[new]


Geema0712 (/user/Geema0712) Dec 21 · 07:12:44 AM (/comments/1613226/64887092#comment_64887092)

Recommended 6 times

Goebbels O’Reilly in his toxic world of lies and hate.

How anyone can believe him after his lies about being a war reporter and being a witness to an
assassination is incredible.

I do not live in their world, but the hate is mainstream and accepted by the millions who elected
Trump.

So much work to do to counteract this.

(/user/Major Kong)

[new]


Major Kong (/user/Major Kong) Dec 21 · 07:15:10 AM (/comments/1613226/64887113#comment_64887113)

Odd, I thought Trump was the "anti establishment” candidate?

It’s so hard to keep up sometimes.
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Recommended 9 times

(/user/Canadian Reader)

[new]


Canadian Reader (/user/Canadian Reader) Major Kong

Dec 21 · 09:41:01 AM (/comments/1613226/64888798#comment_64888798)

Recommended 4 times

That was before the election.



(/user/JustASchmuck)

[new]


JustASchmuck (/user/JustASchmuck) Dec 21 · 07:28:53 AM (/comments/1613226/64887274#comment_64887274)

Recommended 10 times

Not sure why anyone is surprised.  Why wouldn’t racists feel emboldened by Trump’s election?

(/user/K S LaVida)

[new]


K S LaVida (/user/K S LaVida) Dec 21 · 07:31:44 AM (/comments/1613226/64887297#comment_64887297)

Recommended 10 times

His math is bad too. He takes the fact that “minorities” are important in big blue urban states and
then assumes that in a nationwide popular vote, they would somehow count for more than anyone
else. He may have a mathematical point that in CA and NY, the nonwhite vote arguably has
“leverage” over those electoral votes. Of course the white vote has the same “leverage” over the
electoral votes of the south! But the whole point of a nationwide popular vote is that nobody
counts for more than anyone else, regardless of who their neighbors are. All of the mathematical
games around EVs go away.

(/user/Rqela)

[new]


Rqela (/user/Rqela) K S LaVida Dec 21 · 12:16:42 PM (/comments/1613226/64890946#comment_64890946)

Recommended 0 times

Living in NYC for 40 years, I have noted that in this city a great many “minority” potential
voters just don’t vote or even register.  And so many young people now believe that any
form of government “has nothing to do with them” and they have no interest at all in
politics.  New York is not the liberal bastion it once was, and some traditional Democratic
groups, like the Jews, have become Republicans and many even voted for Trump.



(/user/JakeFromStateFarm )

[new]


JakeFromStateFarm (/user/JakeFromStateFa Rqela

Dec 21 · 12:51:07 PM (/comments/1613226/64891350#comment_64891350)

Recommended 0 times

Exactly how many “Jews” have become Republicans since President Obama took
office !??

 Give us a link to your information source, so we can check it for ourselves.

... 

(/user/K S LaVida)

[new]


K S LaVida (/user/K S LaVida) Rqela

Dec 21 · 01:23:46 PM (/comments/1613226/64891760#comment_64891760)

Recommended 0 times

Don’t generalize among us Jews. Our Tribe is divided into two groups as different
as the Sunni and Shia, if if not more so. One side is what I call normative,
including secular, non-Orthodox, and perhaps Modern Orthodox (who wear
kippot but have regular jobs, get good education, etc.)  The other is the ultra-
religious, the haredim, who wear black hats and follow their rebbe’s orders. They
are tribal and tend not to have much to do with the rest of us, except perhaps as
customers (if they are merchants). The haredim live a Taliban-like lifestyle and
tend to follow very conservative views. But they hate us more normal folk, who
are predominantly Democratic. We’re not going anywhere, and we’re  not
becoming Republican!

In New York terms, it’s “Manhattan” (non-Orthodox) vs. “Brooklyn” (haredi),
though of course there are a lot of non-haredi in Brooklyn too. The haredim own
parts of Williamsburg, Crown Heights (shared), and Boro Park. Their antics
upstate are growing legend, as they seize entire villages. The haredim believe in
strength through numbers, so they have lots of kids. (Who don’t get a secular
education.) Thus as a percentage of Jews they are increasing, but not because
anyone’s joining them, just their own little gene pool.



(/user/boran2)

[new]
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boran2 (/user/boran2) Dec 21 · 07:43:01 AM (/comments/1613226/64887418#comment_64887418)

Recommended 2 times

Stirring up shit in the mode of Glenn Beck.

(/user/ScrewySquirrel)

[new]


ScrewySquirrel (/user/ScrewySquirrel) boran2

Dec 21 · 01:57:25 PM (/comments/1613226/64892208#comment_64892208)

Recommended 0 times

Ironically, Glenn Beck is swinging leftwards lately. He’s even become a #BLM backer!



(/user/Texas Lefty)

[new]


Texas Lefty (/user/Texas Lefty) Dec 21 · 07:44:02 AM (/comments/1613226/64887436#comment_64887436)

Recommended 9 times

Living in Houston, I get the double whammy of voting in a large city and large red state. Only those
in large cities in California and New York can relate, maybe Chicago voters too. Our vote is basically
worthless in our electoral college system compared to to the Midwestern and small state voters.
We don’t matter. The voters in some little town in Iowa have more power in our system than voters
in large cities in large non-swing states. O’Reilly should get that being a Republican in New York and
educated in New England Ivy League schools.

Don’t tell me this doesn’t seriously depress the vote for both sides in our system. There are a shit
ton of Republicans in New York and California because of the large populations, but their votes are
worthless. Again, the smaller and swing- state Republicans are making all the decisions for the big
state Republicans in our system.

(/user/supremeliberal)

[new]


supremeliberal (/user/supremeliberal) Dec 21 · 07:58:53 AM (/comments/1613226/64887620#comment_64887620)

Recommended 5 times

How do a man who beat his wife ,still have a show on TV

(/user/JakeFromStateFarm )

[new]


JakeFromStateFarm (/user/JakeFromStateFarm ) supremeliberal

Dec 21 · 12:59:26 PM (/comments/1613226/64891472#comment_64891472)

Recommended 0 times

 Bill O’liely doesn’t have a TV show.

 He just gets paid millions-per-year to tell lies for the FOX network. 

 Steve Harvey has a TV show.

 Bill Maher has a TV show.

 FOX News is a propaganda network. Not a TV show.



(/user/Mike S)

[new]


Mike S (/user/Mike S) Dec 21 · 08:00:43 AM (/comments/1613226/64887637#comment_64887637)

Recommended 4 times

Someone needs to photo shop a white hood into that screen grab.

(/user/rreabold)

[new]


rreabold (/user/rreabold) Dec 21 · 08:09:34 AM (/comments/1613226/64887743#comment_64887743)

Recommended 2 times

O’Reilly is a hack. If it wasn’t for Faux News, no one would know who he is.

(/user/gmnotyet)

[new]


gmnotyet (/user/gmnotyet) Dec 21 · 08:13:16 AM (/comments/1613226/64887779#comment_64887779)

Recommended 7 times

This idiot just admitted that America is no meritocracy.

(/user/atrocity)

[new]


atrocity (/user/atrocity) Dec 21 · 08:13:57 AM (/comments/1613226/64887784#comment_64887784)
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Recommended 7 times

What is this sudden obsession with California’s votes somehow being problematic or unimportant
or illegitimate? Message received! We’re not Americans, so we no longer need to pay American
income taxes. Cool.

(/user/Bluestategreen)

[new]


Bluestategreen (/user/Bluestategreen) atrocity

Dec 21 · 08:28:04 PM (/comments/1613226/64896551#comment_64896551)

Recommended 1 time

the billionaire trump doesn't pay any so why should you



(/user/dcnblues)

[new]


dcnblues (/user/dcnblues) Dec 21 · 08:15:56 AM (/comments/1613226/64887806#comment_64887806)

Recommended 7 times

O’Liely is right, but he doesn’t know it.  The system as it is set up now DOES take power / votes
away.  But it takes them away from the minorities and gives them to the rural working-class white
people in those swing states, allowing them disproportionate influence over our electoral process.

Bill doesn’t want to tip the see-saw because to him, his ass on the ground means it’s level. 

(/user/morris22)

[new]


morris22 (/user/morris22) Dec 21 · 08:17:07 AM (/comments/1613226/64887818#comment_64887818)

Recommended 8 times

I suggest he change the name of his spot to “Talking Out of My Pasty White Racist Ass Memo” Its
more fitting and at least he won’t be pretending to be anything but a white supremacist apologist.

Its also kind of interesting that he’s openly admitting that the Electoral College is designed to
protect the white rural, mostly racist votes over the whole rest of the country. To give these people
a privilege over the actual, real majority of other Americans that isn’t justifiable anymore. Did he
really intend to point that out so blatantly? This man’s just a racist douchebag on fire.

(/user/kurious)

[new]


kurious (/user/kurious) Dec 21 · 08:23:12 AM (/comments/1613226/64887887#comment_64887887)

Recommended 6 times

Another Day, another Bill O’Reilly Nazi , white supremacist, entitled rich white guy rant about how
entitled rich white Nazis, white supremacists, guys are so misunderstood, so put upon by the mere
majority rabble.  How dare they demand democracy! 

Of course, an arrogant, entitled, racist, bigot, like O’Reilly defends the Electoral College, a System
Set-up to Protect Slave Owners." (http://time.com/4558510/electoral-college-history-slavery/)

(/user/azindy)

[new]


azindy (/user/azindy) kurious Dec 21 · 09:25:38 AM (/comments/1613226/64888613#comment_64888613)

Recommended 3 times

The Electoral College was set up as a fail safe measure to prevent the popular election of a
manifestly unfit candidate to president.  The apportionment was set up to favor slave
states.  Changing demographics have greatly misaligned the Electoral College. This can be
seen in the fact that 55% of the US population lives in the states Trump won. When we
needed the Electoral College to fulfill its mission, it failed to do so.  Therefore I favor
realignment or outright abolition.



(/user/Rosa Sylvana)

[new]


Rosa Sylvana (/user/Rosa Sylvana) azindy

Dec 21 · 11:33:01 AM (/comments/1613226/64890415#comment_64890415)

Recommended 2 times

If our president elect isn’t seen by the Electoral College as a threat to our
democracy, the Electoral College *is* a threat to our democracy. The whole idea
is to stop a dangerous demagogue in his/her tracks before he/she can get to a
position of power. We had Exhibit A right up in their faces, and they refused to
act responsibly.  
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(/user/politicalceci)

[new]


politicalceci (/user/politicalceci) kurious

Dec 21 · 10:29:41 AM (/comments/1613226/64889508#comment_64889508)

Recommended 0 times

Just wait for Pat Buchanan.  He’s been saying this type of drivel for years.



(/user/Pocha)

[new]


Pocha (/user/Pocha) Dec 21 · 08:25:34 AM (/comments/1613226/64887919#comment_64887919)

Recommended 19 times

This sounded better in the original Afrikaans.

(/user/milkbone)

[new]


milkbone (/user/milkbone) Pocha

Dec 21 · 08:40:56 AM (/comments/1613226/64888094#comment_64888094)

Recommended 8 times

That should be a Top Comment.



(/user/karma5230)

[new]


karma5230 (/user/karma5230) Dec 21 · 08:35:26 AM (/comments/1613226/64888034#comment_64888034)

Recommended 8 times

This has what Trump has wrought. He has made it okay to say this shit. This is sickening.

(/user/AdamSelene)

[new]


AdamSelene (/user/AdamSelene) Dec 21 · 09:00:59 AM (/comments/1613226/64888307#comment_64888307)

Recommended 1 time

Forget the Electoral College …

England has a Monarch … we have the College.  It may not be the best possible way to run things -- 
but it’s not going to be changed any time soon.

And the energy used to try (or grouse about it) is better used for just about anything else.

Yes … the College was established to enhance the power and prestige of State Governments at a
time in which State Governors had enjoyed Vice-Regal power, with next to no Royal oversight.

… and people were property, women weren’t people, and religion was law.  “The Past is a foreign
country … they do things differently there."

Here and now, as I see it, the main problem is convincing the Democratic Party’s shot-callers that
there IS a class struggle, that it MATTERS, and that the Republicans have been winning it for 40
years.

Which may call for replacing the Democratic Party  … and THAT will take at least 40 years.   
(Remember the Book of Exodus).

(/user/DROzone)

[new]


DROzone (/user/DROzone) AdamSelene

Dec 21 · 09:58:55 PM (/comments/1613226/64897093#comment_64897093)

Recommended 0 times

England’s Monarch has no power whereas the Electoral College elects the leader of the
free world. 



(/user/AdamSelene)

[new]


AdamSelene (/user/AdamSelene) DROzone

Dec 22 · 08:18:40 AM (/comments/1613226/64899953#comment_64899953)

Recommended 0 times

Actually “no” …

Like the Monarch, the College REPRESENTS a process and system of government
having nothing whatever to do with the individual opinions of Kings, Queens or
Electors.

That the States should abandon their preference for “winner take all”
apportionment of electoral votes … sure.   They. Should. Do. That.

“Not holding breath I am.” 
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(/user/dragon695)

[new]


dragon695 (/user/dragon695) Dec 21 · 09:01:53 AM (/comments/1613226/64888317#comment_64888317)

Recommended 2 times

No, just no. I say this as someone who criticized identity politics, but this is ridiculously racist.

(/user/trumpeter)

[new]


trumpeter (/user/trumpeter) Dec 21 · 09:12:55 AM (/comments/1613226/64888441#comment_64888441)

Recommended 9 times

The restraint is coming off, the hood is going on in a more public way.  This next year or so is
gonna be very ugly.  When O’Lielly feels free to spout this kind of crap on the air, his followers will
ramp it up by orders of magnitude.

(/user/azindy)

[new]


azindy (/user/azindy) Dec 21 · 09:18:45 AM (/comments/1613226/64888521#comment_64888521)

55% of the US population lives in the states Trump won, undermining a main rationale that the
Electoral College helps small states’ interests from being overrun by more populous states.  Even
though it took 30 years and the kitchen sink for Republicans to defeat her, they did so with only
40,000 votes.  In addition to all her other challenges was the nearly insurmountable false
equivalency media coverage (http://www.dailykos.com/stories/2016/12/7/1608366/-Study-shows-
media-defined-Trump-based-on-what-Trump-said-and-Clinton-based-on-what-Trump-said). In
small numbers, the vote went 51-49 for Hillary, but 0.03 votes cost her the election. 

1.  Meanwhile, Trump is the (https://theintercept.com/2016/11/28/donald-trump-first-
sore-loser-elected-president-united-states/)losingest winner ever (https://theintercept.com
/2016/11/28/donald-trump-first-sore-loser-elected-president-united-states/)...

Donald Trump “won” with one of the lowest percentages of the popular vote since
Republicans and Democrats began competing for the White House and that he
received fewer votes than the candidate he defeated – but that votes for
third-party candidates included (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/United_States_presidential_election,_2016), some nine million more people
voted against him than for him.

...

The fact that Trump’s share of the vote was less than losing candidates like Romney
and John Kerry, who took 48.5 percent of the vote in 2004 — not to mention both
Al Gore, with 48.4 percent, and George W. Bush, with 47.9 percent, in 2000 — will
not prevent him from being sworn in on January 20, but it does complicate
pronouncements about him representing the democratic will of the American
people. (Since Trump was fond of comparing his campaign to the winning vote for
a British exit from the European Union in June, it is worth noting that he did not
even manage to equal the 48 percent secured by the losing Remain camp there.)

...because the Electoral College is broken.

There is a certain dark irony to the fact that a system designed to prevent the
people from choosing an unqualified demagogue has resulted in the election of an
unqualified demagogue not chosen by the people.  (prospect.org/...
(http://prospect.org/article/indefensible-electoral-college))

2.  Electoral College’s Unexamined Assumptions

Protection of the minority from being overrun by the majority is one of the rationales for the
apportionment of the Electoral College.  The current apportionment formula, based on a majority 
agrarian society (http://mes.com/2016/11/21/upshot/as-american-as-apple-pie-the-rural-votes-
disproportionate-slice-of-power.html) was decided many many decades ago. Even though
demographics have changed, the apportionment formula has not been adjusted to account for the
change in demographics.

Jefferson and James Madison argued that the strength of the nation would
always derive from its agrarian soil.

“They had this vision of what they called the ‘yeoman farmer’: this independent,
free-standing person who owed nothing to anybody, who didn’t receive any
payments from the government, who didn’t live by a wage, but who could support
himself and his family on a farm growing everything they needed — and that these
were the people who were going to be the backbone of democracy,” said Gerald
Gamm, a political scientist at the University of Rochester.

Does that even remotely describe anywhere in America?

3.  The electoral college is mathematically misaligned.

But for 40,000 votes, we would be talking about everything Hillary did right.  With the changing
demographics since 1888, a structural problem in the Electoral College has developed that
pretty much GUARANTEES an almost insurmountable advantage to Republicans even when
they field mediocre or worse candidates.

With every passing day, Trump gives the Electoral College more and more reason to implement the
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Hamilton solution.  Even Republicans are providing ammo, like  Evan McMullin of Utah
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/05/opinion/trumps-threat-to-the-constitution.html). 
Quantitative data arguing against the Electoral College is also accumulating.   The first thing to
remember is that the baseline is one person-one vote.  It is on the defenders of the Electoral
College to demonstrate how veering from that formula results in outcomes that better represent
the will of people.

Here is a graph of voting patterns showing clearly that the underrepresented voters are urban
voters, not rural voters.

You can see that the vast majority of both blue and red dots cluster between 1/1000 square miles
per voter and 1/10 square miles per voter.  However, you can also see there are many, many more
red dots than blue in the region from 1/10 square miles to 10 square miles.  There are more
“outlying”  red votes than the outlying blue votes on BOTH sides of the middle.  The electoral
college is no longer compensating for urban population because the higher population is actually
rural.  So the electoral college, as presently designed, actually gives an unnecessary
advantage to rural areas. The electoral college effectively enfranchises land, while
disenfranchising people.  Therefore, what this graph dramatically shows is that Hillary’s 2.7
million vote margin is the true voice of the people. 

I understand about following rules and all that.  However, with the changing demographics since
1888, a structural problem has developed that pretty much GUARANTEES an almost
insurmountable advantage to Republicans even when they field mediocre or worse
candidates.  Democratic candidates have to be on the order of an Obama or Bill just to compete,
and those kind of candidates almost as rare as unicorns.

It does no good for Dems to keep beating themselves up, casting blame everywhere, fragmenting
the party, and pushing away non-Dem allies like me.  (I refuse to adopt party platforms, any party
platforms, wholesale). Trump does not speak much truth, but he was right about one thing.  The
elections are rigged.  As time goes on, it is pretty clear the Electoral College is going to
misalign further and further, to the increased advantage of the Republicans.  I do not believe
that Republicans can defend the current design of the Electoral College, and if Republicans want
to turn America into a one-party state like China, keeping the electoral college as is would
be the perfect way to accomplish that.

4.  Republican awareness is rising to the conscious level.

Republicans intuitively know they have this advantage on a subconscious level
(http://www.redstate.com/jaycaruso/2016/12/03/bad-news-democrats-support-electoral-college-
rises/).    One comment in the link said,

“HRC won the popular vote by a little over two million votes. She won CA by over
4M votes alone. This is why keeping EC intact is imperative and there is no way
it will get the votes for a C. amendment.” 

If the Republicans ever realize that a candidate can theoretically win the Electoral College with only
22% of the popular vote, I wonder what their response would be.  Would they join with Democrats
in advocating at least a recalibration in the interest of fair representation? Or would they celebrate
their nearly insurmountable advantage and block all efforts to either tweak or abolish the Electoral
College?

5.  Then why has support for the Electoral college increased?

A recent Gallup poll showed dramatic increase in support of the Electoral College.  I looked at the
report and found a lot more  nuance than that simple statement suggests.  Here is the report
(http://www.gallup.com/poll/198917/americans-support-electoral-college-rises-sharply.aspx).  With
polls, you always have to look at the actual question that was asked.  The question basically asks
abolish or no.  Even me, with all my opposition, I have said that it needs recalibrating (which does
not require a Constitutional amendment), so the pollster would probably put me in the “support”
column.  I wonder how many others ended up in the wrong box.  Even more astonishing is that the
poll was conducted about a week ago and yet, only 66% of adults knew that Hillary won the
popular vote. 

I also suspect some of the new “support” comes from Republicans thrilled that they won merely
because of the Electoral College.  In 2000, it was not so clear.  The result was razor close and
Republicans thought it meant that there was a future possibility that they could be in the same
predicament, that is, winning the popular vote and losing the Electoral College by a razor thin
margin.  They realized that in such a case, they too would prefer the popular vote to be the “vote of
the people,” since the only thing that gave Bush the presidency in 2000 was a 5-4 Supreme Court
decision.

This time is different.  They see that the land area held by Republicans pretty much guarantees a
win for them as long as the Electoral College’s present (mis)alignment is maintained or worsened
as population continues to seep away from rural areas to urban areas.  So of course support for
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Recommended 8 times

keeping the Electoral College has increased dramatically since this election.  The increased support
can probably be completely attributed to Republicans.

6.  The Political Challenges

This article summarizes the political challenges any reform (http://prospect.org/article
/indefensible-electoral-college) of the Electoral College faces.  Remember too that the overriding
theme of the last three elections has been change.  Think of how many Trump voters said that they
did not get the change they hoped for under Obama, but maybe Trump “will really shake things
up.”  The popular vote result of the last three elections shows that the people prefer the
Democratic vision of change to Trump’s vision.

It is theoretically possible for a losing candidate to win the Electoral College with just 22% of the
popular vote.  Not that such outcome would ever happen, but exactly how big does the popular
vote margin have to be in order to conclude the the Electoral College is broken?

7.  The sovereignty of states as rationale for the Electoral College

Every other election or referendum in the country is by popular vote.  The original concept
preserves the sovereignty of each state while uniting for things like commerce, international
relations and the common defense. Therefore each state “separately” held an election.  The
majority of each state’s separate decisions became the decision of the union.  That’s the concept. 
Apportionment is the mathematical formula for how many votes each state gets.  This
apportionment is now out-of-whack.

An argument could be made that when the US fought a civil war over states’ rights and the South, a
confederation of separate “countries” banded together as allies to defeat the Union, lost that war,
then the US was determined to be one Union. No more was the United States a collection of
separate sovereign entities, but ONE sovereign country.  The logical implications were never
extended throughout the country, so we have this strange patchwork amalgamation of state
sovereignty in some issues, but not others. And the fact that the Federal government can
supersede state decisions anytime.  

So even though we fought a war to establish that the USA is one sovereign country, we still hold
national elections as if we were a collection of separate sovereign entities.  A true collection of
sovereign entities is the European Union.  The US is not like that.  Our Constitution should probably
have been amended long ago to reflect the actual situation.  Presidential election by popular vote
would reflect the true character of the country as one entity.  However, there would probably be
more support for realigning the apportionment of the Electoral College than outright abolition.

(/user/Rosa Sylvana)

[new]


Rosa Sylvana (/user/Rosa Sylvana) azindy

Dec 21 · 11:41:31 AM (/comments/1613226/64890540#comment_64890540)

Recommended 0 times

Well said, Trumpeter!



(/user/azindy)

[new]


azindy (/user/azindy) Rosa Sylvana

Dec 21 · 12:11:10 PM (/comments/1613226/64890880#comment_64890880)

Recommended 0 times

Huh?



(/user/Black Max)

[new]


Black Max (/user/Black Max) Rosa Sylvana

Dec 21 · 08:05:16 PM (/comments/1613226/64896363#comment_64896363)

Recommended 0 times

How does this comment make the commenter a "Trumpeter"?



(/user/lismalo)

[new]


lismalo (/user/lismalo) azindy Dec 21 · 12:56:08 PM (/comments/1613226/64891427#comment_64891427)

Recommended 1 time

Great! Just one niggle, the fed govt can't supersede the states willy nilly, it's governed
by the delegation of powers in the Constitution.  The expansion of the Commerce Clause
powers is the basis for much if not most federal law, and I'm concerned that a
conservative court will also start eroding that, overturning at least 80 years of
jurisprudence (and going back to Hamilton, actually, w establishment of a federal bank….).



(/user/Eihenetu)

[new]


Eihenetu (/user/Eihenetu) azindy

Dec 21 · 01:00:05 PM (/comments/1613226/64891480#comment_64891480)

Recommended 1 time

This should be a diary. So articulate and well thought out.
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(/user/azindy)

[new]


azindy (/user/azindy) Eihenetu

Dec 21 · 01:10:11 PM (/comments/1613226/64891595#comment_64891595)

Recommended 2 times

It started out as a comment.  Many people asked for it to be a diary.  So I
published it as a diary, and it scrolled to oblivion in about half an hour.  then I
started linking to the diary, but nobody clicked on the links.  So now it’s a
comment again.



(/user/jamiedover55yahoocom)

[new]


jamiedover55yahoocom (/user/jamiedover55yahoocom)

Dec 21 · 09:22:05 AM (/comments/1613226/64888564#comment_64888564)

Recommended 5 times

Bill's segment last night knocking Obama's pardon of qualified inmates was equally focused on
White Supremacy. Talk about "fake" news. If every vote counted instead of the electoral system
then the candidates will have to fight hard for EVERY vote, therefore working HARDER for every
vote, and maybe things will start getting DONE in Washington.

(/user/mstaggerlee)

[new]


mstaggerlee (/user/mstaggerlee) Dec 21 · 09:39:11 AM (/comments/1613226/64888773#comment_64888773)

Recommended 3 times

If there’s anyone out there looking to write a biography of this slime-bucket, I have your title:

KILLING THE NEWS.

You’re welcome.

(/user/voidstuff)

[new]


voidstuff (/user/voidstuff) Dec 21 · 09:49:10 AM (/comments/1613226/64888914#comment_64888914)

Recommended 4 times

 "But there is a hidden reason for this. As we reported, even though Secretary
Clinton won the popular vote by 2.8 million, the progressive state of California
provided all of that margin; Clinton defeating Trump there by about 4.2 million
votes."

Nobody can accuse O’Reilly of being a whiz at logic. He’s saying that the votes in NY, MA, IL, etc.
didn’t contribute to the margin.

(/user/voidstuff)

[new]


voidstuff (/user/voidstuff) Dec 21 · 09:49:55 AM (/comments/1613226/64888925#comment_64888925)

Recommended 4 times

But at least this latest rant represents a sort of progress for O’Reilly.  He’s finally dropped the dog
whistles and made his racism explicit.

(/user/Wee Mama)

[new]


Wee Mama (/user/Wee Mama) Dec 21 · 09:50:18 AM (/comments/1613226/64888932#comment_64888932)

Recommended 5 times

If you’re used to privilege, equality feels like oppression.

(/user/Nightflyer)

[new]


Nightflyer (/user/Nightflyer) Dec 21 · 10:04:41 AM (/comments/1613226/64889134#comment_64889134)

Recommended 0 times

Bill O’Reilly...him or Alex Jones will be the “Minister of Propaganda and Public Enlightenment” under
Trump.

Probably Alex….O’Reilly will be the “Reich Press Chief.” Hitler liked to divide and rule, and Trump
will have to do the same thing.

(/user/mstaggerlee)

[new]


mstaggerlee (/user/mstaggerlee) Dec 21 · 10:05:27 AM (/comments/1613226/64889144#comment_64889144)
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What I note from your table is that the crooked donnie team failed to produce a million-vote
margin of victory in ANY of those states — in fact, I’m pretty sure he failed in to do so in EVERY
state.  In most of the states where Hillary won, she won BIG, and the places where donnie won, he
won by razor-thin margins.

This roughly parallels the 2014 Congressional vote in my own district.  Incumbent DLC-er Sean
Patrick Maloney vs. Tea Partier and our former Representative, Nan Hayward.  I looked into the
by-precinct results on the morning after the 2014 rout of Congressional Democrats, to see how we
managed to hold that seat.  Hayward actually won every district save one by VERY narrow margins.
 She lost the district where the population is 90% Hasidic Jews, by a margin of about 95%, thus
losing the election.  And our representative is therefore deeply indebted to the most unpopular
special interest group in our region.

(/user/substitutesforthinking)

[new]


substitutesforthinking (/user/substitutesforthinking)

Dec 21 · 10:07:01 AM (/comments/1613226/64889167#comment_64889167)

Recommended 2 times

I always despised this smug ass. What I find really unwatchable is how he has to have his words
printed on a screen behind them as though the capital letters make his drivel more official and
valid. What? No cooked up stats to go with this vapid opinion? 

(/user/mstaggerlee)

[new]


mstaggerlee (/user/mstaggerlee) Dec 21 · 10:09:46 AM (/comments/1613226/64889208#comment_64889208)

Recommended 1 time

It does not expose the entire country to the policy arguments.

How can you even THINK of making that argument with respect to THIS election?  When was
ANYBODY in the country exposed to anything that even sounded like a policy argument?

This election was about as “issue-laden” as the average race for President of a High School
sophomore class.

(/user/occams hatchet)

[new]


occams hatchet (/user/occams hatchet) Dec 21 · 10:10:29 AM (/comments/1613226/64889225#comment_64889225)

Recommended 1 time

This is . . .

not a new position (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2006/5/17/211049/-) for O’Reilly.

(/user/substitutesforthinking)

[new]


substitutesforthinking (/user/substitutesforthinking)

Dec 21 · 10:11:33 AM (/comments/1613226/64889245#comment_64889245)

Recommended 6 times

Supposedly a quote from LBJ: “If you can convince the lowest white man he is better than the best
colored man,he won’t notice that you are picking his pockets. Hell,give him someone to look down
on and he will empty his pockets for you”

(/user/Phinbar)

[new]


Phinbar (/user/Phinbar) substitutesforthinking

Dec 21 · 11:00:28 AM (/comments/1613226/64889965#comment_64889965)

Recommended 3 times

Has never sounded so true.  What is really too bad is that poor whites have much more in
common with poor minorities than they ever will with the Donald Trumps and Bill
O’Reillies of the world.



(/user/Dennis Kranich)

[new]


Dennis Kranich (/user/Dennis Kranich) Dec 21 · 10:19:09 AM (/comments/1613226/64889358#comment_64889358)

Recommended 4 times

Keep in mind, that when the electoral college was set up when the vast majority of voters were
white land owners who had no fear of other types of voters. They set it up, because the were afraid
of something, such as despotism and outside threats to their power. There was no diversity in
those days. Women, Blacks and Native Americans and other groups of people could not vote. Like
Bluestategreen says, “They are testing the waters.” Oligarchy runs the GOP and they want to see
how far they can push their agenda, regardless of who it hurts.
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(/user/politicalceci)

[new]


politicalceci (/user/politicalceci) Dec 21 · 10:23:30 AM (/comments/1613226/64889413#comment_64889413)

Recommended 2 times

Sadly, Trump’s coarse and ignorant behavior has seeped into the climate of this country.  I am not
surprised O’Reilly had said such a thing.  Essentially, the “appointing” of the businessman
unleashed the rage and hatred pent up from the signing of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the Voting
Rights Act of 1965.

 O’Reilly is one of Trump’s legion who believe that the call for diversity had restrained them from
expressing what they really think about folks of color.  Now, he is turning into one of the
mouthpieces of normalizing hate and he loves it.

The pundit’s screed is indeed unconscionable and frightening.  In the recent past, his diatribe
would be deemed ridiculous.  But now, he is channeling Bull Connor and George Wallace while his
audience savagely laps it up.

(/user/Wayne Johnson)

[new]


Wayne Johnson (/user/Wayne Johnson) Dec 21 · 10:23:41 AM (/comments/1613226/64889417#comment_64889417)

Recommended 2 times

and fuck o’reilly and the other alt right media clowns 

fuck trump, fuck his cabinet, fuck paul ryan and all the rest of the republican lawmakers,
fuck the dnc, fuck the democrats who stayed home on election day and those who didn’t
vote for hillary(even though sanders would have been a better choice, but anyone is better
than trump) and fuck this country---I thought i could never be more ashamed of this country
after living through the ‘60’s and time since and reading and seeing the real history of this
country with it’s genocide, racism, misogyny, xenophobia and downright stupidity (trump
hit a gold mine with these sorts of people) but this last election took away the last ounce
respect i had and now any respect or love i have for it is to the left of the cartesian graph. is
that enough fucks for ya?

(/user/Phinbar)

[new]


Phinbar (/user/Phinbar) Dec 21 · 10:27:47 AM (/comments/1613226/64889480#comment_64889480)

Recommended 1 time

"So if the electoral college were abolished," O'Reilly said. "Presidential candidates
could simply campaign in the largest states and cities . . . “

So what’s wrong with that?  It’s people who vote, not geographic land masses.  O’Reilly’s argument
almost sounds like a new take on corporate personhood.  But instead of bestowing rights on
corporations it tries to give them to locations.

(/user/WilliamOP)

[new]


WilliamOP (/user/WilliamOP) Phinbar

Dec 21 · 10:49:50 AM (/comments/1613226/64889807#comment_64889807)

Recommended 0 times

With the EC, campaigns go to swing states.  Without the EC, campaigns go to the
population densities.

Meh.



(/user/Dolphin99)

[new]


Dolphin99 (/user/Dolphin99) WilliamOP

Dec 21 · 01:26:07 PM (/comments/1613226/64891790#comment_64891790)

Recommended 0 times

WilliamOP wrote:

With the EC, campaigns go to swing states.  Without the EC,
campaigns go to the population densities.

Meh.

It is probably the case that if the national popular vote rather than the Electoral
College were to determine the presidency, political campaigns would spend
more time in densely populated areas than they do now. Although that is not
good in itself, it may result in a good, namely improving the conditions of some
of the members of society who are able to make the fewest choices, for instance,
poor people and children in densely populated areas. If the presidency were
determined by the national popular vote, political leaders likely would be more
apt to implement policies that would increase the number of choices that, in
general, these individuals are able to make.
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(/user/Ole Charlie)
[new]


Ole Charlie (/user/Ole Charlie) Dec 21 · 10:32:10 AM (/comments/1613226/64889547#comment_64889547)

Recommended 5 times

A Fox News bullshitter named Bill

Loved to boast of his ace combat skill

Vietnam? Didn't go.

Falkland War? Sadly, no!

But he kicked ass on Wife Assault Hill.

(/user/joedennis)

[new]


joedennis (/user/joedennis) Dec 21 · 10:40:36 AM (/comments/1613226/64889660#comment_64889660)

Recommended 0 times

The old O’Dude looks like he might not be doing this fear mongering too much longer...

(/user/WilliamOP)

[new]


WilliamOP (/user/WilliamOP) Dec 21 · 10:48:47 AM (/comments/1613226/64889791#comment_64889791)

Recommended 2 times

I think the EC still has its need, though that was not exercised on Monday.  It needs a revamp, and
the States are the ones to fix it.  Instead of “winner take all”, allocate proportionally by number of
reps, with the +2 to the winner of the popular vote.

In addition, the Electors need to be free, without punishment or judgement, to vote their
conscience.  States telling an Elector how to vote is unconstitutional anyway.

(/user/Dolphin99)

[new]


Dolphin99 (/user/Dolphin99) WilliamOP

Dec 21 · 12:44:46 PM (/comments/1613226/64891279#comment_64891279)

Recommended 1 time

WilliamOP wrote, 

I think the EC still has its need, though that was not exercised on Monday.
 It needs a revamp, and the States are the ones to fix it.  Instead of
“winner take all”, allocate proportionally by number of reps, with the +2 to
the winner of the popular vote.

In addition, the Electors need to be free, without punishment or
judgement, to vote their conscience.  States telling an Elector how to vote
is unconstitutional anyway.

It’s very important that the U.S. abolish the Electoral College and decide the U.S.
Presidency by the national popular vote.  I try to show why in the following comment:

www.dailykos.com/... (http://www.dailykos.com/stories/2016/12/21/1613226/-Bill-O-Reilly-
s-most-misleading-amp-dangerous-white-nationalist-rant-to-date#comment_64890663)



(/user/WilliamOP)

[new]


WilliamOP (/user/WilliamOP) Dolphin99

Dec 22 · 01:08:38 PM (/comments/1613226/64904135#comment_64904135)

Recommended 0 times

All it does is replace one minority block with another as having the greatest
influence in the outcome.

Meh.



(/user/Dolphin99)

[new]


Dolphin99 (/user/Dolphin99) WilliamOP

Dec 22 · 02:20:52 PM (/comments/1613226/64905131#comment_64905131)

Thanks for the comment. You wrote:

All it does is replace one minority block with another as
having the greatest influence in the outcome.

Meh.

Having the presidency determined by the national popular vote would
increase the number of choices that some people can make. But not all
of these people would be “minorities.” Some would be non-minorities
who happen to live in California and New York. For instance, I have
relatives who live in New York who are non-minorities. If each person’s
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Recommended 0 times

vote for president were to count as one, then, when it comes to
choosing the U.S. President, they likely would have more political power
than they would under the Electoral College.

However, it probably would be the case that if the presidency were
determined by the national popular vote, it would result in the majority
of people in some minority groups being able to make more
choices than they would under the Electoral College. This might be true
of Latinos, for instance.  There are more Latinos in California and Texas
than in Wyoming and Vermont. So, if the presidency were determined
by the national popular vote, the average Latino living in California
would have more power to determine who the president is than he or
she would have under the Electoral College.  Moreover, X’s being a
minority should not be relevant in itself to whether individuals should
try to increase the number of choices that X can make. However, if X is
among those individuals who could be affected by the decision who are
able to make the fewest choices, then this should be relevant to
whether other individuals should make the decision. Analogously,
suppose I am in the desert and I come across a five-year-old child dying
of thirst and I have a cooler filled with clean drinking water. Prima facie,
I should give some of the water to the child. 

(/user/sparky81884)

[new]


sparky81884 (/user/sparky81884) Dec 21 · 10:49:04 AM (/comments/1613226/64889794#comment_64889794)

Recommended 3 times

I don’t want to end white privilege.

I want to extend it to all of humanity.

I don’t want to stop white males from getting the benefit of the doubt in interactions with police
and the justice system.

I want black males and Hispanic females to get the benefit of the doubt in interactions with police
and the justice system.

(/user/sherstill12)

[new]


sherstill12 (/user/sherstill12) Dec 21 · 11:02:50 AM (/comments/1613226/64890001#comment_64890001)

Recommended 0 times

Bill O “Rile ‘em up” earns his FOX salary for spewing B.S., plus the millions he garners by having
other people write “his” books.  One of the saddest truths about many Americans today is, they
thirst for this affirmation that their biases are well-founded and absolutely warranted, so they
watch and listen to this crap. 

The love of money is the root to losing one’s soul and thousands of rabble-rousers
— televangelists, internet “talk” radio hosts, Fox News coolies, some Trump Cabinet nominees, and
of course Trump & family — prove daily they’ll do, say, act in any conceivable manner if there’s
enough $$$$$$$$$$$$$$ in it for them.

The damage they do, have done to this country and the world is, I fear, is irreparable.  

(/user/mindful play)

[new]


mindful play (/user/mindful play) Dec 21 · 11:03:20 AM (/comments/1613226/64890006#comment_64890006)

Recommended 1 time

Someone needs to publicly ask Bill what the “White Establishment” is in his view and why do they
need to retain power over the rest of society? We kinda of know his answer but I’d like to hear it on
live TV in his own words.

(/user/1912Misha)

[new]


1912Misha (/user/1912Misha) Dec 21 · 11:04:30 AM (/comments/1613226/64890031#comment_64890031)

Recommended 2 times

The phrase “white establishment” says it all.

(/user/Kayette)

[new]


Kayette (/user/Kayette) Dec 21 · 11:30:48 AM (/comments/1613226/64890385#comment_64890385)

Recommended 0 times

Trust a white man to continue to advocate to keep power concentrated in the hands of white
(orange?)  men.

So sick of this sh*t. ‘White does NOT make Right’.

(/user/Blue Planetarian)

[new]


Blue Planetarian (/user/Blue Planetarian) Dec 21 · 11:32:55 AM (/comments/1613226/64890411#comment_64890411)
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Absurd. Shameful. Seeing the world through his own reactionary lens. This is all so sad for all of us,
but especially for minorities who have worked so hard and come so far and who don’t deserve the
treatment these sick idiots are doling out.

(/user/SteveEV)

[new]


SteveEV (/user/SteveEV) Dec 21 · 11:36:01 AM (/comments/1613226/64890470#comment_64890470)

Recommended 1 time

Is O'Reilly advocating that voters should be restricted to only white men? His main focus was how
terrible it is that women and minorities may have a vote of equal value to that of white men.

(/user/koans)

[new]


koans (/user/koans) Dec 21 · 11:36:56 AM (/comments/1613226/64890486#comment_64890486)

Recommended 1 time

This arrogant blow hard lives in a FACT FREE ZONE.  The factor is FACT FREE!  Anyone that watches
this douches show has a broken or malfunctioning intellectual capacity.

(/user/miklkit)

[new]


miklkit (/user/miklkit) Dec 21 · 12:17:00 PM (/comments/1613226/64890950#comment_64890950)

Recommended 0 times

One person, one vote.  That is the theory.  In action my vote was taken away from me. 

California averages $16 Billion in foreign aid to those red state welfare queens and now my vote
doesn’t count.  The other blue states are in similar situations. 

What are we now?  Herd beasts to be milked for money?   Slaves?  Certainly not citizens.

No taxation without representation.

CALEXIT

(/user/Dolphin99)

[new]


Dolphin99 (/user/Dolphin99) Dec 21 · 12:39:46 PM (/comments/1613226/64891223#comment_64891223)

Bill O’Reilly said: 

After Hillary Clinton won the popular vote, the left in America is demanding that
the electoral college system put into place in 1787 be scrapped. But there is a
hidden reason for this. As we reported, even though Secretary Clinton won the
popular vote by 2.8 million, the progressive state of California provided all of that
margin; Clinton defeating Trump there by about 4.2 million votes.

First, it is true that the Electoral College was part of the original U.S. Constitution, which was
ratified in 1789.  But that a given law has existed for a relatively long period of time is irrelevant to
whether the law should be changed.  For instance, in the original U.S. Constitution women were
not guaranteed the right to vote, slavery was permitted, and slaves counted as three-fifths of a
person in terms of congressional apportionment.  Thus, that the Electoral College has been the law
in the U.S. for a relatively long time is irrelevant to whether it should be abolished.

According to Mr. O’Reilly, 

So if the electoral college were abolished, Presidential candidates could simply
campaign in the largest states and cities, New York, L.A., Chicago, Houston, and
rack up enough votes to pretty much win any election.

That’s what the left wants.  That’s what they want.  Because in the large urban
areas, and in the Blue States like New York and California, minorities are
substantial. Look at the landscape, Philadelphia, Dallas-Forth Worth, Miami, in all of
these places, the minority votes usually go heavily to the Democrats. And to that
New York City, L.A., and Chicago, San Francisco, you don’t really have a national
election, do you. You have targetted populations. The New York Times and the Los
Angeles Times have editorialized to get rid of the electoral college. They well know
that neutralizing the largely white rural areas in the Midwest and South will assure
liberal politicians get power and keep it.

In terms of what the “the left” likely is for O’Reilly, I’m part of the left.  And I don’t want the Electoral
College abolished and replaced by the national popular vote because it would advantage minority
voters over white voters.  I want the Electoral College replaced by the national popular vote
because doing so likely would make our political system much more democratic than it is now. 
More specifically, it likely would increase the number of choices that could be made by those
individuals who would be affected by the decision who are able to make the fewest number of
choices.  I discuss this in greater detail in the following comment:

www.dailykos.com/... (http://www.dailykos.com/stories/2016/12/21/1613226/-Bill-O-Reilly-s-most-
misleading-amp-dangerous-white-nationalist-rant-to-date#comment_64890663)

According to Mr. O’Reilly,
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Talking Points believes this is all about race. The left sees white privilege in America
as an oppressive force that must be done away with. Therefore white working class
voters must be marginalized. And what better way to do that, than center the
voting power in the cities. Very few commentators will tell you that the heart of
liberalism in America today is based on race. It permeates almost every issue; that
white men have set up a system of oppression. And that system must be destroyed

If you look at the voting patterns, it’s clear that the Democrats are heavily reliant on
the minority vote. Also on the woman vote. White men have largely abandoned the
Democrats. And the left believes it’s because of racism, that they want to punish
minorities, keep them down. So that’s what’s really going on when you hear about
the electoral college and how unfair it really is.

The left wants power taken away from the white establishment. They want a
profound change in the way America is run. Taking voting power away from the
white precincts is the quickest way to do that.

I don’t want to abolish the Electoral College because doing so would “take power away from the
white establishment.”  I want it abolished and replace it by the national popular vote because doing
so likely would increase the number of choices that could be made by those affected who are able
to make the fewest choices.

However, for the sake of argument, let’s say that O’Reilly is right about what my motive is for
wanting to abolish the Electoral College.  His knowing my motive does not enable him to know that
I don’t know that the Electoral College should be abolished.  One can have multiple—and even
unsavory motives—for making a given claim and still know that the claim is true. For instance,
perhaps Galileo advanced his claims about heliocentrism partly because he wanted to undermine
the Catholic Church. Galileo still knew that the earth revolves around the sun. Moreover, suppose
Richard Nixon said that it was important for the U.S. to normalize relations with China partly
because he thought it would help him get re-elected. He still was right that it was important for the
U.S. to normalize relations with China. Therefore, even if I am arguing that it is important for the
U.S. to decide the U.S. presidency by the national popular vote because I want to “take power away
from the white establishment,” that doesn’t make unjustified my claim that the U.S. should decide
the presidency based on the national popular vote.  

(/user/Barbysu)

[new]


Barbysu (/user/Barbysu) Dec 21 · 12:54:19 PM (/comments/1613226/64891394#comment_64891394)

Recommended 0 times

Every American vote should count and the person with the most total number of votes should win
the election period.

(/user/themax)

[new]


themax (/user/themax) Dec 21 · 01:06:52 PM (/comments/1613226/64891548#comment_64891548)

Recommended 0 times

The foundation of Democracy:

ONE PERSON, ONE VOTE.

(/user/newsjunky)
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newsjunky (/user/newsjunky) Dec 21 · 01:23:39 PM (/comments/1613226/64891757#comment_64891757)

Recommended 0 times

O’Reilly, you really need to be duct taped shut...

(/user/Andrew S)

[new]


Andrew S (/user/Andrew S) Dec 21 · 01:28:15 PM (/comments/1613226/64891812#comment_64891812)

Recommended 0 times

The thing is that the house and senate already give rural areas more weight, so isn’t it a
check/balance thing to have 1 office that is for the popular vote?

Also I remember Conservatives mocking the UN for giving dictatorships the same number of votes
(1) as open democracies. This isn't as drastic, but it's still an issue re: the senate etc or re: one
person’s vote mattering more than others.

(/user/wmpmacm)

[new]


wmpmacm (/user/wmpmacm) Dec 21 · 01:29:54 PM (/comments/1613226/64891839#comment_64891839)

Recommended 0 times

Nothing O’Reilly says has any credibility.  As big an ass as Trump.
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The problem here is that both you and O’Reilly are correct.  Yes, if there’s an imbalance of power,
that means that to correct it, the people with more power have to get less.  Yes, the white rural
vote would count less, because it’s counting up to 2 and 3 times what everyone else’s is right now.  

He’s explicitly appealing to a very basic principle.  If someone gets more of something positive than
is fair- be it attention, influence, goods, etc.- they will experience the loss of that privilege as unfair
and hurtful.  That’s simply human.  No matter how obviously imbalanced things are, even if the
person knows it, they will experience the loss of their advantage as something negative and unfair.

That’s the insidious nature of privilege.  It turns ordinary people, even good people, into entitled
jerks.

This is a real sticking point for Democrats and progressives.  We keep talking as if it’s not going to
cost anything to make the changes we need to make to build a sustainable society.  We keep
backing candidates who implement useless policies that ostensibly try to make a difference
without actually changing anything.  That’s impossible.  

Major changes always means major sacrifices, even if they also mean major gains.  But the
alternative is not becoming sustainable, which means we eventually die.   We’re like diabetics going
blind, clinging to the idea that we can change our health without changing our whole lifestyle.  We
can’t.  We cannot let the business of business go undisturbed _and_ stop climate change and the
toxifying of our water and food chain.  We can’t make an egalitarian society without people who
have more losing some of their advantage.

We can, and should, point out to white working class voters that they’ll do much better getting
advantages from those who have so very much more than they do (the 1%) than people who have
less than they do (working class African Americans and Latinos).  But we need to be honest about
how the changes we propose, the changes we know are necessary, will stop giving unfair amounts
of power to an increasingly small number of people and distribute power more fairly.  

Because it doesn’t help us to lie.  They know they have more power than African Americans.  They
know that making things fair means they won’t get to use that advantage to get better jobs, better
loans, better houses, and better schools.  They know that a “good” neighborhood is one where they
don’t have to deal with anyone who isn’t white if they don’t want to.  You say you’re going to change
that, and yeah, they’re losing something they value highly and almost instinctively.  You will keep
losing if you try to pretend that’s not true.  What you can do is what’s been successful in the past:
sell them on what they have to gain.  

And before someone says anything, no, Clinton did _not_ do that.  She talked about how they
should think and feel differently, calling them “deplorables,” and outright said she wasn’t going to
do anything serious about the imbalance of power between corporations and people.  You can’t
win votes by telling people, “Hey, I’m going to take some stuff from you because that makes me
look good and you don’t have much power, but I’m not going to do squat about the big bullies
sitting on your back because that would be too risky for me.”  You can inspire millions by saying
you’ll work for fairness for all, as Sanders proved.

(/user/rrodriguez95)
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rrodriguez95 (/user/rrodriguez95) Dec 21 · 01:43:29 PM (/comments/1613226/64892028#comment_64892028)
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It literally goes to show you what kind of racist asshole Bill O' Reilly is.

(/user/JohnnieZ)
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JohnnieZ (/user/JohnnieZ) Dec 21 · 02:16:17 PM (/comments/1613226/64892418#comment_64892418)

Recommended 1 time

O'Reilly clearly desires making it so that the Nixon Southern Strategy can keep working for Fox
News. More dummies, more ratings.

(/user/bobbyd12)
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bobbyd12 (/user/bobbyd12) Dec 21 · 02:57:08 PM (/comments/1613226/64892924#comment_64892924)

Recommended 0 times

These posts are a waste of energy. Whether left or right, the Electoral College is going nowhere, at
least probably not in any of our lifetimes. You need enough States with 270 Electoral Votes to
overturn the Electoral College. Unless something amazing happens, there are not enough red
states who will be turning blue or Vic's Vera's in the near future. You would need a whole lot of
those midwestern and Southern States to turn to get those last 105 Electoral Votes. Based on
REALITY, none of us will ever see that happen

(/user/Dolphin99)

[new]


Dolphin99 (/user/Dolphin99) bobbyd12

Dec 21 · 04:06:52 PM (/comments/1613226/64893919#comment_64893919)

bobbyd12 wrote:
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These posts are a waste of energy. Whether left or right, the Electoral
College is going nowhere, at least probably not in any of our lifetimes. You
need enough States with 270 Electoral Votes to overturn the Electoral
College. Unless something amazing happens, there are not enough red
states who will be turning blue or Vic's Vera's in the near future. You
would need a whole lot of those midwestern and Southern States to turn
to get those last 105 Electoral Votes. Based on REALITY, none of us will
ever see that happen

With all due respect, you don’t know that the Electoral College is probably going nowhere
in any of our lifetimes. There are people alive today that will be alive in 110 years. There
are probably people who read Daily Kos who will be alive in 100 years. Moreover,  over
the course 100 years, enormous political change has occurred in many human societies.
For instance, in 1860, I’m sure many people in the U.S. believed that women in the U.S.
would never be allowed to vote within their lifetimes. And, in 1920, women were
guaranteed the constitutional right to vote in the U.S. In 1800, probably many people
believed that slavery would not be abolished in the U.S. in their lifetimes. And it was
abolished in 1865. In 1930, probably many people believed that segregation would still be
in existence in the U.S. South for at least 100 years. And it came to an end in the 1960s.
So, perhaps the Electoral College will be abolished in the U.S. in some of our lifetimes.

Moreover, even if, over the next couple years, the U.S. Constitution is not amended to
abolish the Electoral College, that doesn’t mean that you know that Electoral College is
probably going nowhere in our lifetimes. For enough states could adopt the National
Popular Vote Interstate Compact. Already states comprising 165 electoral votes have
passed the compact. If states comprising 105 more electoral votes pass The
Interstate Compact, it very likely will become the law of the land in the U.S., and the U.S.
president will be decided by the national popular vote. Here are links to information on
the National Popular Vote Interstate Compact:

www.nationalpopularvote.com (http://www.nationalpopularvote.com/)

en.wikipedia.org/... (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/National_Popular_Vote_Interstate_Compact)

Moreover, for the sake of argument, let’s say that there is very little chance that the
Electoral College will be abolished in the U.S. in the lifetime of any human being alive
today. That X is unlikely to occur within the next 130 years is not sufficient for it not to be
good for individuals to argue that X should occur. For instance, arguments that slavery
should be abolished in the U.S. in the late 1700s may have contributed to slavery being
abolished sooner than it would have been if those arguments had not been made in the
late 1700s. Moreover, arguments of this nature can foster critical thinking skills, which
tend to be valuable. They also can promote democracy in other ways. For instance, maybe
arguments that the Electoral College should be abolished contribute to less
gerrymandering and more laws that make it easier for people to register to vote and to
vote.  So, even if there were very little chance that the Electoral College would be
abolished in the U.S. in the lifetime of any human being alive today, that doesn’t enable
you to know that no one today should argue that the Electoral College should be
abolished in the U.S. today. 
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Recommended 1 time

If the shoe had been on the other foot — if, say, in 2000 Bush had won the popular vote by two and
a half million while Gore won the electoral vote, and then again, this year, Trump had won the
popular vote by like margin while Clinton won the electoral vote, you can be sure O’Reilly’s rant
would be quite different. And Trump’s tweets. As we recall, Trump said in weeks in advance that he
would only accept the legitimacy of the election if it went in his favor. If he had lost, esp with a
majority of the popular vote, he would now be inciting his supporters to riot, and demanding
recounts etc.

I truly believe that nobody, really, thinks the Electoral College system is fair; everybody wants
his/her vote to be counted in the grand total of popular votes, and the will of the majority deciding
the outcome. But it’s sure hard to fight for that, when your party just won an election only because
of the Electoral College system.

(/user/Codder)
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Codder (/user/Codder) pegleg Dec 22 · 02:37:52 PM (/comments/1613226/64905353#comment_64905353)

Recommended 0 times

Electoral College was installed so that rural southern landholders stood a chance in
elections against more populated and non-slave holding northern states. Blacks were
given the 5/8ths of a person status just to pad the southerners’ standing.



(/user/Moshulu)

[new]


Moshulu (/user/Moshulu) Dec 21 · 07:33:01 PM (/comments/1613226/64896099#comment_64896099)

www.cnbc.com/… (http://www.cnbc.com/2016/12/13/exxon-mobil-could-tap-huge-arctic-assets-
if-us-russian-relations-thaw.html)

“Exxon Mobil could tap huge Arctic assets if US-Russian relations thaw”
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And look who Trump put in charge of the hen house…..

(/user/Bluestategreen)
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Dec 21 · 08:28:43 PM (/comments/1613226/64896557#comment_64896557)

Recommended 0 times

yes, this is the play.
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Tipped and rec'd, but seriously, when the link says it is a TPM story, I expect it to go to TPM, not the
diarist's blog.

(/user/Codder)

[new]


Codder (/user/Codder) Dec 22 · 02:32:49 PM (/comments/1613226/64905284#comment_64905284)

Recommended 0 times

O’Reilly is the south end of a north facing horse! America’s supposed to be the land of opportunity
for all not just white folks! Being a white male does not mean that you are inherently above all
other people, including women. Demographic trends show that white folks better evolve on this
issue or they’ll likely pay the piper in the future for their past transgressions against everyone else.
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